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We have simulated the L-H transition on the EAST tokamak [Baonian Wan, EAST and HT-7
Teams, and International Collaborators, “Recent experiments in the EAST and HT-7 superconducting tokamaks,” Nucl. Fusion 49, 104011 (2009)] using a predictive transport code where ion and
electron temperatures, electron density, and poloidal and toroidal momenta are simulated self consistently. This is, as far as we know, the first theory based simulation of an L-H transition including
the whole radius and not making any assumptions about where the barrier should be formed.
Another remarkable feature is that we get H-mode gradients in agreement with the a – ad diagram
of Rogers et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 4396 (1998)]. Then, the feedback loop emerging from the simulations means that the L-H power threshold increases with the temperature at the separatrix. This
is a main feature of the C-mod experiments [Hubbard et al., Phys. Plasmas 14, 056109 (2007)].
This is also why the power threshold depends on the direction of the grad B drift in the scrape
off layer and also why the power threshold increases with the magnetic field. A further significant
C 2014
general H-mode feature is that the density is much flatter in H-mode than in L-mode. V
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The understanding of the L-H transition in tokamaks is
still one of the outstanding issues in fusion transport
research. We have here used data from the EAST tokamak1–3
which we have recently studied with our transport code4 to
improve our general understanding of the L-H transition.5–12
A main reason is that the performance of the projected ITER
depends strongly on the height of the edge temperature pedestal.13 In the present design, a pedestal temperature of about
4 keV is needed. The achievement of this temperature may
be critical, i.e., some but not all theories predict such a high
temperature. Thus, we need to understand both the H-mode
power threshold and the height of the pedestal. A lot of
theory work has been devoted to this problem.14–21 A useful
review of both experimental background and theoretical
models was given in Ref. 14. The most ambitious models
have been derived through nonlinear simulations of edge turbulence.16,17 In particular, the dimensionless parameters
a ¼ q2Rdb/dr, where b is the usual plasma beta (ideal
MHD parameter) and ad ¼ vdtib/L, where vd is the ion diamagnetic velocity, tib is the ideal toroidal ITG growth time,
and L is a characteristic turbulence scale length prop to
q(Rqs ei/Xce)0.5 were successfully used to characterize the
edge.17 In an a – ad plane, regions of H-mode as well as density limit instability and ideal MHD instability could be identified.17 Their H-mode region is actually in fairly good
agreement with the H-mode in C-mod as seen in Ref. 10.
Actually, several measurement points in C-mode were just
below the H-mode regime in Ref. 17 so clearly we can also
accept results just below this region as H-modes in our simulations. In recent more detailed studies of the pedestal, it has
been found that both kinetic ballooning modes22,23 and
Peeling modes are active.20,21
We use the advanced reactive toroidal drift wave model
described in Ref. 24. For the kinetic ballooning modes, we
1070-664X/2014/21(12)/122501/8/$30.00

use the fluid formulation in Ref. 23. For the toroidal momentum transport, we use the recently derived toroidal symmetry
breaking effects.25–27 The basic features are
Saturation level without flow shear (Ref. 24)
e/
c
c 1
¼
¼
:
Te kh cs kr q xe kr Ln

(1)

With the Waltz rule,28,29 subtracting the flow shear rate, we
have
c ! c  xExB

(2)

and
e/ c  xExB c  xExB 1
¼
¼
:
Te
kh cs k r q
xe kr Ln
We here consider real space so we take kr  1/Lr, where Lr is
the radial correlation length and analogously for the poloidal
lengthscale. This leads for the transport from the simplest
electrostatic ITG mode to24


1
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ðc  xExB Þ3 =kr2
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2
gi
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xr  53 xDi þ ðc  xExB Þ2
We write down Eq. (3) just in order to illustrate how the total
saturation level, due to the combined influence of radial
E  B convection and the Waltz rule enter diffusivities. Of
course the full model contains much more physics but these
are the crucial points in the comparison with a turbulence
code17 which treats the complete saturation problem for
many modes on the turbulence time scale. Here, we use only
one mode at the inverse correlation length. Actually, the
form of (1) implies this since it has been obtained by
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balancing the growth rate with the convective E  B nonlinearity which is assumed to be entirely stabilizing. Thus, we
have to be at the source of the turbulence where no energy
comes in from more unstable modes and no energy is
reflected from the boundaries in k-space. This was confirmed
by extensive 2d turbulence simulations in the end of the
1980s (see Ref. 24, and references therein). Since we can
obtain the simple mixing length transport from the diagonal
part of (3) by going in the limit of large growth rate and
ignoring flow shear we also conclude that the same conditions are valid for that. The flow shear rate is given by30


r @ qVEh
:
(4)
xExB ¼
q @r
r
In order to calculate the flow shear rate as VEh ¼ Er/B, we
need to know the radial electric field obtained from radial
force balance
1 @Pi
Er ¼ Bh V/  B/ Vh þ
:
(5)
eZin @r
Here, we need to know the poloidal and toroidal plasma
flows so we include transport equations for them. The toroidal flow is described by
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now
Cjj ¼ hvEr dvjj i  C/ :

(6c)

Here, the convective magnetic drift term in the left hand side
can either be obtained from a gyrofluid approach31 or from
fluid equations including the stress tensor.26,27 It was
recently found that electromagnetic effects increase the toroidal momentum pinch.32 We then calculate the transport of
toroidal momentum in the usual way
@V/ @
þ C/ ¼ S v ;
@r
@t

(6d)

where the source term S is zero for EAST in the absence of
neutral beam heating.

The poloidal rotation is calculated in a similar way.
The poloidal flux is given by the Reynolds stress as24


1 _ _
1_
2
(7a)
Ch ¼ hvEr vh i ¼ DB kr kh / / þ P i þ c:c
2
s
and thus
@Vh @
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@r
@t
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(7b)
e ¼ r=R:

(7c)

We here use the neoclassical rotation, vnc, according to
Ref. 30.
Thus, the sink term in our case only consists of the neoclassical damping. Here, also the diamagnetic drift was
included as a convected velocity. A very important point is
here that the temperature perturbation enters dynamically in
(7a). This will give us a feedback loop, since a temperature
gradient gives a temperature perturbation which generates a
shear flow. The shear flow reduces the instability and thus
the temperature flux is reduced, giving an increased temperature gradient, etc.,
CT ¼ v

dT
T
¼v ;
dr
Lt

LT ¼ 

T
:
dT=dr

(8a)
(8b)

We remember that the flux here is given by the interior heating. Thus, good confinement is accompanied by steep gradient in (8a). Furthermore, the pressure perturbation in (7a)
contains the temperature perturbation dT where the convective part is given by
dTc ¼ n

dT
xn
¼ g
q/;
dr
x

(8c)

where n is the E  B displacement and g ¼ Ln/Lt. Subindex
n indicated that the diamagnetic drift is taken with only the
density gradient. We now observe from (8b) that for given
thermal conductivity and fixed heat source, LT depends
mainly on T. Now, the L-H transition takes place just inside
the separatrix. There the outer temperature boundary is given
by the temperature at the separatrix. Thus, a lower separatrix
temperature boundary leads to a shorter LT and a larger g.
Thus, the temperature perturbation in (8), entering in the
pressure perturbation in (7a), is reduced for higher temperature at the separatrix and vice versa.
A reduced temperature at the separatrix would give an
increased temperature perturbation in (8) and this will
actually lead to a positive feedback, i.e., an increased
Reynolds stress will give increased poloidal rotation and
accordingly shear flow. This will reduce the thermal conductivity in (8a) and, since the flux is fixed, this will reduce LT.
Now for this feedback to work, the temperature perturbation
must become the dominant part of (7a). This is what determines the power threshold since an increased heating gives a
larger flux corresponding to a shorter LT in (8a). Thus, our
picture is clear. We have a situation where the power
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threshold increases with the edge temperature. This is also
consistent with the dependence of the power threshold on the
direction of the grad B drift since that changes the edge temperature as shown in Ref. 11. Since the temperature at the
separatrix increases with the magnetic field, B, this also
explains why the power threshold increases with B. All these
aspects are in agreement with Ref. 11.
In our scalings of power threshold with B, we have
implemented the empirical scaling Tsep  B in the code. It is
also important to recognize the role of the fixed temperature
at the separatrix as the reason why LT decreases when we
increase the heating. The poloidal momemtum flux (7a) is
also relevant for internal transport barriers24 and again the
temperature gradient length scale is the key parameter.
However, in the core, both the temperature and its gradient
can increase at the same time when we increase the heating,
leaving the effect on LT open. This means that we need something more, like, e.g., small magnetic shear, to reduce LT.

eAjj
¼ kjj
Te

d¼

x  xDe
kjj2 De

xðx  xe Þ þ xDe ðxeT

De ¼

In our full model, we include slab and toroidal ITG,
trapped electron modes driven by charge separation, compression or collisions, resistive ballooning modes,18,24
MHD and kinetic ballooning modes, and peeling modes.
All these modes are discussed in Ref. 24. The relation
between drift type and MHD type modes is illustrated by
the parallel electric field which follows from the relation
between electrostatic and magnetic potentials. To obtain
this, we use the free electron continuity and parallel momentum equations
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Here, Eq. (10) connects the electrostatic and electromagnetic
potentials and thereby gives the parallel electric field. The
magnetic drift in the denominator leads to quadratic magnetic drifts in the final eigenvalue equation. Accordingly,
Eq. (10) produces the kinetic ballooning mode in a fluid
description.23 Equation (10) also includes the kink driving
current gradient term dJjj0/dr. (The purpose of this is not to
include the global kink modes of MHD type but rather the
peeling mode which has modenumbers similar to the MHD
ballooning mode.) Because of this we can, to lowest order,
use the usual ballooning formalism.14,15 Thus, we use the
descriptions in Refs. 33–35 for solving the linear eigenvalue
problem. We use a parameter dependent correlation length
(Ref. 34) which gives typical drift wave correlation lengths
in the core but more MHD like correlation lengths in the
edge. We also include the dependence of the correlation
length on flow shear as derived in Ref. 35. A special correlation length for electron modes was also given in Ref. 36. It
includes dependence on collisions which are important for
the resistive ballooning modes.18,24,37
The collisions on free electrons in Eq. (10) includes
resistive ballooning modes in our description. Thus, the total
model includes ITG modes (slab and toroidal), trapped electron modes (driven by charge separation (ubiquitous) and
compression, collisionless or collisional) are included. We
also include electromagnetic effects on all these modes.
Electromagnetic effects introduce also kinetic ballooning
modes and as discussed above Peeling modes. The model
includes also ideal MHD ballooning modes. The full model

(9b)

(10)

is used everywhere so which modes dominate depends on
the situation. Thus, ITG modes tend to dominate in the core
while resistive ballooning modes tend to dominate in the
edge except, of course, on the edge barrier where kinetic ballooning and Peeling modes dominate.
The poloidal and toroidal momenta are both simulated
and are then combined to give the radial electric field24 as
discussed above. This formulation has also been successful
in simulating internal transport barriers on JET38 as discussed in Refs. 24 and 36.
We have simulated the EAST shot 38300 including self
consistent variations of Ti, Te, ne, Vh, and Vu. Nominal parameters are BT ¼ 2.77 T and heating power totally 0.77
MW with 0.19 MW on electrons (Fig. 1).
We first show the standard case. As pointed out above,
the power threshold increases with the edge temperatures.
The error bars in the measurements are substantial so the
boundary temperatures in our standard case have been chosen as 30% of the nominal values.
In Fig. 1, the dotted lines represent initial profiles of Lmode type, chosen so low that the L-H transition becomes
evident and without any initial trace of a barrier. The density,
Fig. 1(c), is clearly much flatter than an L-mode profile
would be. The L-H transition is triggered by the poloidal
spinup, as discussed above. We note that the poloidal spinup
is very localized to regions of steep barriers. The reason is
that the neoclassical damping dominates in other regions.
The toroidal rotation, Fig. 1(d), on the other hand, is much
wider. It actually has a stronger effect on the width of the
transport barrier than the poloidal rotation. However, in
some cases, it does not develop at all. In these simulations,
the initial profile of poloidal rotation has been entirely
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FIG. 1. (a) Simulated Ti, dashed line
with initial profile, dotted line and experimental Ti full line. (b) Simulated
Te, the line patterns are the same as in
(a). (c) Simulated ne corresponding to
Fig. 2(a). (d) Simulated poloidal rotation (dotted) and final neoclassical profile (dashed). (e) Simulated toroidal
rotation (dotted) initial profile (full).

neoclassical while the toroidal rotation had a boundary
(fixed) due to intrinsic rotation. The choice of this boundary
condition has been guided by Refs. 39 and 40. From Ref. 40,
we find the estimate
Ut ¼ q ðR=LT Þ2 ;
where Ut ¼ Vt/cs and R/Lt  30 in the edge region. With q x
 103, this gives the estimate Ut  101. However, this
estimate is rather uncertain. Actually, an Ut  104 is typically sufficient for a strong excitation of toroidal rotation
and, due to the toroidal momentum pinch, a higher boundary does not make much difference. However, the projection of the neoclassical rotation in the toroidal direction is
usually about 106 and such a boundary rotation is not
enough for having strong toroidal rotation. The interior
rotation is then built up by the toroidal momentum pinch
which is enhanced by electromagnetic effects. Then, the
sign of the toroidal rotation is important at the trigger of the
barrier, since it can reduce or enhance the radial electric
field due to the poloidal rotation. We also notice from

Fig. 2(d) that there is a poloidal spinup also near the axis. It
here produces an internal barrier in the ion temperature.
This is not present in the timeslice we have used here but
EAST 38300 has sometimes been characterized as an internal barrier shot so the data are probably close to the triggering of an internal barrier.
Increasing the total B improves the confinement which
allows steeper gradients. At the same time, also the temperatures at the separatrix increase and the width of the pedestal
increases.
From data in Ref. 11, we conclude that Tsep  B. Fig. 2
shows a simulation where the total B field was increased by
50%.
Since our standard case with nominal heating (0.77 MW)
is about 20% above threshold and the simulations with 50%
higher B is at the threshold with 30% increased power we
conclude that the power threshold has increased by about
50%. Thus, we have an approximately linear scaling of power
threshold with total B. We note that the temperature pedestal
is about a factor of 2 higher in this case. We have also looked
at the q scaling. However, the results are fairly insensitive. In
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FIG. 2. (a) Ion temperature for
Bt ¼ 4.1 T, P ¼ 1 Mw. Initial profile—
full line, final profile—dotted. (b)
Electron temperature corresponding to
(a). (c) Electron density corresponding
to (a). (d) Poloidal rotation corresponding to (a). (e) Toroidal rotation corresponding to (a).

any case, the toroidal rotation remains if we reduce q by 25%
and the density pedestal increases somewhat.
We note that in this case the density pedestal increases
with current, i.e., when q is reduced. We also have an excitation of the toroidal rotation in this case although it is not as
strong as in some other cases.
The scalings deduced from these data for pedestal width
d and height are

d / B1:4

(11)

Tped / B2 :

(12)

and

While the case shown for 50% increase of B (Fig. 3)
is close to the actual threshold (1 MW) the standard case is
about 20% above threshold. As pointed out above, the

FIG. 3. (a) Electron density corresponding to Fig. 2(c) but for 25%
reduced q. (b) Toroidal rotation corresponding to Fig. 3(a).
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temperature at the separatrix was in Ref. 11 found to scale
as
Tsep / B:

(13)

Using this scaling, our simulations give the scaling
Pthres / B;

(14)

which is also in agreement with Ref. 11.
As mentioned in the Introduction, we have entered our
pedestal data in H-mode into the diagram of Rogers et al.17
The result is shown in Fig. 4. Although the effective collision
frequency of trapped electrons normalized by the magnetic
drift frequency at the edge is typically just below 100 in these
plasmas, it turns out that  * ¼  ei/x*e starts from being of
order 30 initially (L-mode) but finally becomes of order 102
in H mode because of steep density gradient. We note also
that an increased line average density will increase the threshold power due to the reduction of heating power per particle.
This is, however, a bulk effect. What we consider here is the
temperature flux which actually is reduced by an increased
density. Thus, we are here discussing only temperature flux
dynamics and the dependence on density would enter but has
to be added to yield the correct temperature source.
Fig. 4 shows the modified ad – a diagram of Rogers
et al.17 where we have entered points from the H-mode barrier in our simulations. It is actually expected that only a limited region of the barrier should occupy the H-mode region
in Fig. 4. This is enough since a region of very good confinement will plug the profile and give a barrier. The upper area
corresponds to MHD instability. The two points from
“enhanced gaspuff” are from the same simulation at neighbouring gridpoints. This further confirms that the resolution

FIG. 4. The modified ad – a diagram of Rogers et al.17 where we have
entered points from the H-mode barrier in our simulations. It is actually
expected that only a limited region of the barrier should occupy the H-mode
region in Fig. 5. This is enough since a region of very good confinement will
plug the profile and give a barrier. The upper area corresponds to MHD
instability. The two points from “enhanced gaspuff” are from the same simulation at neighbouring gridpoints. This further confirms that the resolution is
sufficient. We note that we have recovered the H-mode regime obtained by
local turbulence simulations in a global transport code. Adapted with permission from Rogers et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 4396 (1998). Copyright
2014 by the American Physical Society.

is sufficient. We note that we have recovered the H-mode regime obtained by local turbulence simulations in a global
transport code.
We have here not included simulations ending up with
ad larger than 1 although such cases have occurred. The reason is that in Ref. 17 a nonlinear instability, not included
here, was found in this region. So far we have ignored ETG
modes.41,42 This has been motivated by the fact that ETG
modes were not included in Ref. 17 which is our main point
of comparison. We are not aware of any study of the L-H
transition where the ETG mode has been considered.
However, in a recent study of EAST 383004 ETG modes
were found to be important. Thus, we have added a study of
the effect of the ETG mode on the L-H transition. As it
turned out, the power threshold was increased by about 20%
when the ETG mode was included. Moreover, we had to
increase the edge boundary of the toroidal rotation somewhat. However, it was still well below the expectations from
Refs. 39 and 40 so the general picture still holds. We have
also compared the threshold at increased B. There the values
reached in the ad–ah diagram is about 15% below the H
mode boundary in Fig. 5. However, according to Ref. 10,
this was also the case for C-mod H-modes. This makes the
value of the increase of the threshold with B somewhat more
uncertain. Another point is that our model for ETG modes
has been taken from Ref. 42 which is based on numerical
results from Ref. 41. These results have not been tested
according to our general procedure of finding the fastest
growing mode normalized by the drift frequency as discussed above (after Eq. (3)). Thus, this part of the investigation is somewhat more uncertain although the results appear
to be in the line with the previous.
Although we make extensive comparison with experimental scalings, our main result is actually that we have
shown that it is possible to use a global transport code to get
agreement with local results from a fully nonlinear turbulence code. An important point is that this agreement is completely spontaneous in self consistent simulations where the
same model and grid size are used everywhere, i.e., we do
not put in any a priori knowledge about which results are
expected. We have here also resolved several remaining

FIG. 5. Ion temperature profile including effects of ETG modes at experimental B. The heating power is here the experimental which is exactly at the
power threshold (symbols as in Fig. 2).
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questions regarding the L-H transition and H-mode pedestal.
The most important aspect is that the temperature at the separatrix has been identified as the key parameter for the L-H
transition. A low separatrix temperature gives a low power
threshold. This has come out of the simulations and is also
seen analytically in the feedback loop for the transition. This
is also consistent with the dependence of the L-H transition
on the direction of the grad B drift. It also leads to a power
threshold that increases with magnetic field in agreement
with experiments.11 It is natural that the temperature at the
separatrix increases with B, since the magnetic field is used
to confine the plasma. This is true both for Bohm and Gyro
Bohm scaling. However, it seems that here also processes in
the scrape off layer, including the direction of the grad B
drift are important since these influence the temperature at
the pedestal. Thus, our results on the consistent dependence
of the threshold on the direction of the grad B drift follow
from the experimental result that the temperature at the separatrix increases for reversed direction of the magnetic field.
Thus, our result is that it is the temperature at the separatrix
which is the key parameter for the L-H transition. We have
here shown how a fluid model containing both poloidal and
toroidal momentum transport can describe the formation of
the edge transport barrier in a self-consistent simulation of
five channels, ion and electron temperature, electron density,
and poloidal and toroidal momenta. The L-H transition is
triggered by the poloidal spinup which has previously been
found to give both internal and edge transport barriers on
JET.36 The reason why the toroidal momentum is insignificant in Fig. 2(e) is not clear. The edge boundary is almost
the same as in Fig. 1(e). However, in the reference simulation (Fig. 1(e)), the poloidal and toroidal drives are typically
comparable, while the toroidal drive is insignificant over the
whole profile in Fig. 2(e). Electron modes dominate transport
in the whole transport barrier region. Our correlation length
for electron modes also increases (more global modes) near
the edge which is suitable for describing the MHD type
modes on the H-mode barrier. Electromagnetic effects have
recently been found to be important for the toroidal momentum pinch32 which can also be an important part of the dynamics. The model for elongation is rather crude and usually
underestimates the effect. Elongation acts as to reduce electromagnetic effects which, in turn, tend to increase the toroidal momentum pinch.
Finally, we note that the height of the density pedestal
and the core density are considerably smaller than those in
the experiment, while the temperatures are considerably
larger. Actually, there is a particle pinch in the system which
works on a very long timescale as seen in Ref. 4. It will
eventually lead to a higher density which then also leads to
lower temperatures. Of course there is some physics missing
close to the scrape off layer. There was no data for increased
impurity content near the separatrix and atomic physics has
not been included. The height of the density barrier also
depends somewhat on the gas puffing rate. We note that
these simulations are quite complicated. The L-H transition
in JET (Ref. 24) was simulated with fixed density kept at the
pedestal level and also there an L-H transition of the temperatures was obtained.

Phys. Plasmas 21, 122501 (2014)

From these points of view, we can, to some extent,
regard these simulations as general simulations of the plasma
physics processes included in the L-H transition where also
global effects are included. We have addressed several, so
far not understood, general aspects of the L-H transition such
as the dependence of the power threshold on the direction of
the grad B drift, the increase of the power threshold with
magnetic field, and the fact that the density gets much flatter
in H-mode. Also the agreement with the turbulence simulations by Rogers et al., are not related to a particular machine
as the work by Rogers et al. is not in itself although it shows
good agreement with C-mod. Agreement with a turbulence
code also further strengthens our confidence in the nonlinear
saturation mechanisms included in the model as discussed
after Eq. (3). An additional point here is the agreement with
the linear scaling of vi with the distance to the threshold in gi
(Ref. 24) as found also by Hamaguchi and Horton in turbulence simulations.43 The fluid aspects of the model are further supported by a coming paper in Journal of Plasma
Physics.44 We note also that Zonal flows are strongly nonlinear effects due to wave intensities so strongly nonlinear
effects are actually included here. Concerning Edge
Localized Mode (ELMs) there has in some cases been evidence for nonstationarity in well developed H modes. Since
both kinetic ballooning modes and peeling modes are
included, we expect that the driving force of ELMs is
included. Averaging over ELMs could, of course, very well
modify our temperature and density levels.
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